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the collapse of the Soviet Union and the
end of the Cold War, the economy of

Europe has been massively. an
economic war waged with old Soviet

planes, to an economic war waged with
looted American tanks. 2.City Council
members issued a resolution Tuesday

reaffirming their support for “spaces for
prayer,” and the public was invited to
weigh in on the issue during a public

hearing last Thursday. But like several
similar resolutions around the country,
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including at the U.S. Capitol in 2011, the
resolution isn’t likely to change the

practice on city property. “I’m surprised
as anyone that Council decided to take

action,” said Anthony Bocanegra, a
prominent local Muslim and education
consultant and speaker at the hearing.

“I just want to make sure that we
understand what kind of statement we

want to send to the community,
especially at this time.” The Department
of General Services even tried to explain

why it couldn’t stop Good News USA’s
displays, saying the city follows the U.S.

Constitution’s freedom of speech
guarantee, which includes the First

Amendment. The internal email to city
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attorney Candace K. Ho listed the city’s
understanding that the displays met the
law’s “speech clause,” which provides
protection for church-like exercises “as

well as those that benefit the
community in need of spiritual

services.” On July 26, the city received a
permit application with the design

proposal for a canvas banner with a
religious message that was to be
displayed at Loyola Marymount
University on the 24th Street

Promenade. A week later, the LAPD
received a complaint about the banner,

which was planned to show a Bible
verse. On Aug. 6, the permit was

processed. Mike Zaring, a spokesman
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for the Department of General Services,
said in an email that the issue was not
about prayer but about public speech

that violates laws such as the
“controlled solicitation” law, which

seeks to prevent crime by monitoring for
signs of it on public sidewalks. “We

would not be
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